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 Each of these texts, individually and collectively, aims at showing different 

aspects of a domestic's work. The visual images convey this meaning by capturing work 

in progress, through the literary text a conversation exposes the internal and political 

issues encountered at work, and the artifact functions as a historic record, displaying the 

stages of the work's equipment, both past and present. Each text works equally hard to 

show us how much physical work laundry was back then. The visual images mirror each 

other, proving, to each other and to us, that both of these women's job are equally manual 

and extremely tedious. The image of the black woman further echoes the demanding 

nature of this work by just the size of her great arm exercised by her duty. The text 

incorporates the visual images and provides them with the opportunity for interaction; 

such an interaction allows them to expose, confront and communicate through the text the 

condescension, class distinction, and the prejudice that exists in their environment. The 

artifact pronounces the extreme contrast present between the intimidating presence of the 

new gleaming machine next to the obsolete and rather homely forerunner. 

 The moment that the photographer captures in both images consists of solitary, 

unidentified women. Using this technique focuses our attention on the work being done, 

not on who's doing it. The literary text employs the same principle with one exception; 

this pair of unknown women is conversing. Omission of their identity concentrates the 

reader's attention on what they are saying and enables them to represent two adverse 

perspectives that exist with in the same working class. All four texts communicate the 

same message, that this work was harder then than it is now. The visual images rely the 

isolation and physicality found in this job, the literary text recognizes and addresses the 
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internal politics present within this profession, and the artifact clearly affirms how easy 

the same chore is now with the assistance of technology compared to how barbaric it 

used to be. 

 The artifact provides us with two pieces of equipment, the present day washing 

machine and its archaic predecessor. Most of us can only relate to the machine, viewing 

the washtub as just another unidentified object that clutters up the basement. Since I've 

never scrubbed clothes the women's' posture alone conveys enough information to me to 

understand the possibility of back pain, the monotony of rigorously scrubbing countless 

individual pieces, and the solitude confinement of such a task. The literary text provides 

me with the opportunity to witness what an interaction between two of these nameless 

workers would have consisted of and reveals topics that may have been discussed.   

 All of these images simply represent work. Generic women illustrate the act of, 

the equipment itself depicts the tools of and for and suggests the types of people that 

would have used each, the literary text talks to us about the social problems within work 

and attempts to discover there origin and campaigns to peacefully resolve them. The 

artifact suggests that perhaps the people that used the washtub were characteristically 

similar to its materials, crude, rough, and rather unsavory, while those that use the 

machine are shiny and attractive, making the past through comparison look uglier than it 

actually might have been. These women have been represented as solitary images, 

removed from the rest of the surrounding environment, possibly removed and 

strategically placed to keep them out of the public's eye. No one can see how hard you 

work if you are in the cellar or in the backyard. 
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 All three images have a visual tightness to them. They appear very compact. A 

structural technique that focuses your attention on the work that is being performed. 

Lighting also has the same effect, blacking out the background and highlighting the 

foreground to call attention to the focal point, work. The smallness of the space allows 

their work to fill up the photograph making look and feel endless. The text takes 

advantage of the work being done as a convenient arrangement and positioning of 

characters to concentrate on their issues with inequality. The artifact almost defames the 

accomplishment of establishing at least mild state equality by the assertion of 

advancement, implicating the machine and its simplicity puts these women out of work 

and almost ignores and dismisses the energy they have invested and expired. 


